In this paper we investigate spectral flow symmetry in asymptotically flat spacetimes both from a gravity as well as a putative dual quantum field theory perspective. On the gravity side we consider models in Einstein gravity and supergravity as well as their "reloaded" versions, present suitable boundary conditions, determine the respective asymptotic symmetry algebras and the thermal entropy of cosmological solutions in each of these models. On the quantum field theory side we identify the spectral flow symmetry as automorphisms of the underlying symmetry algebra of the theory. Using spectral flow invariance we then determine the thermal entropy of these quantum field theories and find perfect agreement with the results from the gravity side. In addition we determine logarithmic corrections to the thermal entropy.
Introduction
The holographic principle has been one of most groundbreaking ideas in theoretical physics during the last two decades, its most successful realization being in the form of the Antide Sitter (AdS)/conformal field theory (CFT) correspondence [1] . Given the huge success of the AdS/CFT correspondence, it is natural to explore holography in other contexts beyond AdS/CFT in order to broaden the scope of the principle. In this paper we want to focus in particular on the concept of flat space holography. This aims at establishing the holographic principle for gravitational dynamics in asymptotically flat spacetimes. A possible theory of quantum gravity in such a holographic scenario is expected to have a dual field theoretic description on the co-dimension one, null hypersurface at asymptotic infinity.
In the context of flat space holography, it is often useful to keep in mind the AdS/CFT correspondence in lower dimensions. To be more precise, one should refer to the case of three-dimensional asymptotically AdS spacetimes. In the seminal work (much before the advent of AdS/CFT correspondence in the string theoretic framework) of Brown and Henneaux [2] the asymptotic symmetry algebra of three-dimensional AdS spacetimes was shown to coincide with the symmetries of a two-dimensional conformal field theory. Working along similar lines, the asymptotic symmetry algebra for three-dimensional asymptotically flat spacetimes was worked out in [3] 1 and shown to be the three-dimensional Bondi-Metzner-Sachs algebra (bms 3 ) [5, 6] . The Lie algebra corresponding to bms 3 can also be understood as an algebraic contraction of the conformal algebra in two dimensions [7] . In a physical sense this contraction corresponds to an ultrarelativistic limit of the conformal symmetry generators [8] . The resulting Lie algebra consists of a semidirect product of a single copy of Virasoro algebra with an Abelian ideal. Much of the progress in flat holography until now makes use of this symmetry algebra as the basic symmetries of a putative dual field theory, identifying physically interesting structures in the bulk with physical quantities on the quantum field theory side such as e.g. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Explaining properties such as the thermal entropy of flat space cosmologies 2 (FSC) [17, 18] is one such success.
The pristine example of three-dimensional AdS/CFT mentioned above considers the gravitational dynamics to be governed by pure Einstein gravity. Various ramifications of it introduced more complex dynamics both in terms of the geometric content such as e.g. adding a gravitational Chern-Simons (CS) term [19] [20] [21] [22] or other higher derivative interactions [23, 24] , inclusion of matter interactions [25] [26] [27] as well as varied boundary conditions [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . These modifications alter the asymptotic symmetries and hence the kinematical structure of the putative dual two-dimensional field theory as well. However, for (asymptotically) flat space holography, which is a relatively new area of research, explorations to similar avenues are few 3 .
In a very recent work [39] a new set of boundary conditions for gravitational fields for asymptotically flat spacetimes was introduced such that the asymptotic symmetry algebra of bms 3 is enhanced by aû(1) ⊕û(1) current algebra. When these kinematical symmetries are realized dynamically (governed by pure Einstein gravity or Topologically Massive Gravity (TMG) [40, 41] ), the current algebra receives a non-trivial level, given in terms of Newton's constant. The present study arose from the curiosity as to how this current can be understood in the putative dual field theory at the boundary and/or if there may be other descriptions of it in the gravity side.
There are at least two viewpoints to answer this question. One way of thinking is that this extra symmetry in the dual two-dimensional field theory is the R-symmetry of extended supersymmetry (SUSY) on top of bms 3 . In order to follow up this line of thought we concentrate in this work on a particular avatar of N = 4 SUSY that contains the Abelian R-symmetry mentioned above. The bulk description then can be determined to be a supergravity theory with appropriate amount of SUSY. It is worthwhile to mention that SUSY extensions of bms 3 algebra have been explored recently in the literature in various contexts. These include N = 1 or 2 SUSY extensions [42] [43] [44] [45] of bms 3 in a flat holography set up. On the other hand the algebra describing residual worldsheet symmetry of tensionless superstrings [46] or ambi-twistor strings [47] has been shown to be equivalent to an algebra isomorphic to N = 1 super-bms 3 . The other viewpoint calls for aû(1) ⊕û(1) gauge field in the bulk sourced by this new current at the boundary. This second picture requires introduction of a Chern-Simons term in the bulk action which on the other hand, does not bring along any new degrees of freedom. We have successfully implemented these two realizations in this article.
While trying to understand the role of this new bosonic current from the field theory side, we also recall an interesting aspect of certain superconformal field theories. Superconformal symmetry with extended SUSY in two dimensions, expressed via the super Virasoro algebra, possesses an inner automorphism called "spectral flow". While this is a statement of invariance at the level of the algebra, the representation theory is affected as well in the sense that highest weights defining a module shift linearly under a spectral flow. On the other hand, even in absence of SUSY, this invariance is seen in certain Virasoro-Kac Moody systems as well [48] . Apart from just being an algebraic curiosity, this property has also been successfully exploited in the case of AdS 3 holography. The examples range from calculating entropy of charged black holes [49, 50] to analyzing elliptic genera corresponding to CFTs having well posed gravity duals in AdS 3 [51] .
One of the key observations of the present work is that we have found spectral flow invariance for bms 3 algebras augmented withû(1) ⊕û(1) currents, both with and without SUSY. In the context of discussing spectral flow for the bms 3 algebra with the above mentioned current structure, it is natural to ask whether such an automorphism is observed even if one includes only a singleû(1) current. The answer again is in the affirmative, at least when we do not include superymmetry.
Moreover we use this automorphism for Einstein gravity, supergravity in flat space as well "reloaded" versions thereof to calculate the thermal entropy, including the logarithmic corrections, for flat space cosmologies. Apart from the usual attributes of mass and angular momentum, the horizon now carries charges corresponding to SUSY R-charge or the charges due to the extra gauge field in the two pictures mentioned above. As a result the expressions for the entropy at different orders in quantum corrections are spectral flow invariant. We organize the paper in the following way. In Section 2 we present a gravity toy model with spectral flow symmetry in the bulk first in AdS 3 and then show how this model can be used to determine similar models in flat space. In Section 3 we introduce the bms 3 algebra supplemented with twoû(1) current algebras, both with and without SUSY. We show the spectral flow invariance for the two cases separately. In the next Section 4 we present suitable boundary conditions for a number of different gravity models in flat space namely Einstein gravity and supergravity as well as "reloaded" versions thereof. Thermodynamic properties of flat space cosmologies from a gravity perspective are presented in Section 5 while the field theory calculation for the entropy is presented in Section 6. We then conclude by summarizing the key results and presenting some open problems for further studies.
A Gravity Toy Model
In this section, we illustrate with a very simple toy model how spectral flow symmetry manifests itself in the bulk, first in AdS 3 and then show how one can take an appropriate limit to three-dimensional asymptotically flat gravity. Since the simplest example of having spectral flow symmetry in the context of AdS 3 /CFT 2 holography is provided in case the CFT is deformed by at least oneû(1) current algebra a natural model to consider in this context is Einstein gravity with negative cosmological constant in 3D that is coupled to at least one u(1) gauge field [49] . With a bit of hindsight in regards to a suitable model in asymptotically flat spacetimes we will couple two u(1) gauge fields to Einstein gravity in such a way that the asymptotic symmetry algebra is given by two copies of vir û(1). This can be done in a particular straightforward way in a first order formalism using the Chern-Simons formulation of gravity in 3D [52] . Thus we consider the difference of two Chern-Simons actions each supplemented with a u(1) gauge field i.e.
with
2)
Here ℓ is the AdS radius and G N Newton's constant in three dimensions. The gauge fields A andĀ take values in sl(2, R) whereas the gauge fields C andC take values in u(1). The sl(2, R) generators are labelled by L n with n = 0, ±1 and the u(1) generator by S. We chose a basis such that the non-vanishing commutation relations of these generators are given by
The invariant bilinear form denoted by . . . in (2.2) in this basis is given by
The topology of the manifold is that of a solid cylinder. In addition we choose coordinates such that there is a radial direction 0 ≤ r < ∞ and the boundary of the cylinder is parametrized by a time coordinate 4 −∞ < t < ∞ as well as an angular coordinate ϕ ∼ ϕ + 2π. The radial dependence of gauge fields A and C as well as their barred counterparts is fixed by (2.6) and similarly for the barred part. In order to be able to straightforwardly take the limit of vanishing cosmological constant Λ = − 1 ℓ 2 → 0 it is useful to choose the so called BMS gauge [53] that in the Chern-Simons formulation is given by
In addition we also set 5b = e r 2ℓ
S . One can now choose boundary conditions as
where
± ϕ. Since the main focus on this section is on the specific model in question and not the asymptotic symmetry analysis of the boundary conditions (2.8) we put all the technical details leading to the asymptotic symmetry algebra in Appendix B.1. As described in this appendix it is straightforward to show that the Fourier modes of the functions L, K (as well as their barred counterparts) form the following asymptotic symmetry algebra:
where c = 6k (for the barred part we havec = c = 6k and the u(1) level isκ 2 ). The presence of the additionalû(1) symmetries in (2.9) gives rise to a one parameter automorphism of the algebra that is called "spectral flow symmetry". That means that one can define the following new generators (the same is true for the barred generators): 10) and that the new, tilded operators still satisfy the algebra (2.9). The presence of this automorphism also has some physical consequences. Since the spectral flow does not change the form of the algebra this means that also physical observables that depend on the underlying symmetries such as the thermal entropy of black hole solutions in this setup should also be invariant under the flow (2.10). In order to see this one can first determine the thermal entropy of the charged Bañados-Teitelboim-Zanelli (BTZ) black holes [54, 55] with mass ℓM = L 0 +L 0 and angular momentum J = L 0 −L 0 by employing
11)
5 It should be noted at this point that neither the choice of b norb influences the canonical analysis or the asymptotic symmetries in any way. The choice of b only influences a possible metric interpretation of the Chern-Simons connection (2.8). However, since the gauge field does not modify the metric the specific choice ofb does not influence any results or physical interpretations in this work. and using the Bekenstein-Hawking area law, or by integrating the first law of (charged) black hole thermodynamics as outlined e.g. in Section 5.2 for cosmological solutions in flat space. Both methods yield the same result, namely 12) and it can be explicitly checked that, indeed, (2.12) is invariant under the spectral flow (2.10).
Since we have written the boundary conditions (2.8) already in a form that makes a limit of vanishing cosmological constant easier to perform we will now briefly explain how the transition from AdS 3 to flat space works on the level of Chern-Simons connections 6 . In order to do so we will use the so called Grassmann trick [58] that basically consists of replacing 1 ℓ → ǫ and treating ǫ as a Grassmann parameter i.e. ǫ 2 = 0. In order to take the limit it is first important to remember the relations between dualized spin connection ω, dreibein e and Chern-Simons connections A andĀ as well as additional fields coming from the u(1) gauge fields in AdS 3 i.e.
The next step is to determine the components of the spin connection as well as the dreibein taking into account ǫ 2 = 0 and then to use these components to write down new connections A and C as
where M n and L n are isl(2, R) generators satisfying
and J and P are u(1) generators. In addition one can introduce the following new functions 16) as well as κ = 1 2 17) and k =k ǫ . Using these functions, as well as the retarded time coordinate u = ǫt one finds the following expressions for A and C
P , (2.18) 6 The limit also works in principle for the thermal entropy (2.12). However, there are some subtleties related to the relative sign between the two terms contributing to the entropy that one has to take care of as outlined in [56, 57] for the case of uncharged BTZ black holes.
We will see later in Section 4 in more detail that the connection (2.19), indeed, gives rise to spectral flow symmetry in asymptotically flat spacetimes.
Spectral Flow Symmetry
The main purpose of this section is to introduce spectral flow symmetry as an automorphism of certain algebras that will be of interest in regards to the gravity models presented in this work. Initially we will motivate the most general form of these algebras asİnönü-Wigner contractions of algebras that are relevant in the context of AdS 3 /CFT 2 holography and exhibit spectral flow invariance. Later in Section 4 we then show how the resulting algebras can be alternatively motivated as asymptotic symmetry algebras of certain gravity models in 3D flat spacetimes.
bms
In [39] new asymptotic boundary conditions for flat spacetimes in 3D pure gravity 7 were formulated that yield a symmetry algebra of the general form
7 These boundary conditions can be seen as the flat space analogue of the Troessaert boundary conditions [29] . 8 For Einstein gravity one has c L = κ J = 0 and c M =
, where G N is Newton's constant in 3D. For TMG in 3D flat space on the other hand one has c L =
where n, m ∈ Z. This algebra can alternatively also be obtained as anİnönü-Wigner contraction of two copies of a semi-direct product of a Virasoro algebra (with generators L n andL n ) and an affineû(1) current algebra (with generators K n andK n ) as in (2.9) . It is straightforward to show that after the redefinitions
one precisely obtains (3.1) in the limit ǫ → 0.
Having an algebra like (3.1) whereû(1) current algebras are present as subalgebras, a natural question to ask is if there is a spectral flow symmetry present. And indeed, for the algebra (3.1) it is straightforward to show that the following two-parameter flow preserves the general structure of the algebra i.e. the following transformation is an inner automorphism:L
where u and v are arbitrary real numbers. At this point it is important to note that the fact that the algebra (3.1) allows for a twoparameter flow is closely linked to the fact that there are two a priori independentû(1) levels κ J and κ P . As soon as one of the levels vanishes or they are no longer independent from each other one is left with only a single-parameter flow whose exact form can be deduced from (3.3).
N = 4 Extended Super bms 3
As an additional example of an algebra exhibiting spectral flow invariance we now discuss an N = 4 supersymmetric extension of the bms 3 algebra that is given by the following non-vanishing relations:
where n, m ∈ Z and r, s ∈ Z + 1 2
in the Neveu-Schwarz basis and r, s ∈ Z in the Ramond basis. The exact form of this algebra can be understood as taking the bms 3 algebra with its two possible central extensions and adding four supersymmetry generators in a certain way along with anû(1) ⊕û(1) R-symmetry such that the (graded) Jacobi identities are satisfied 9 . Alternatively this algebra can be motivated by anİnönü-Wigner contraction of two copies of the N = 2 superconformal algebra [60] . Interestingly there are a number of different contractions of the super-conformal algebra resulting into non-unique yet sensible SUSY algebras on top of bms 3 [61] [62] [63] [45] [46] [47] . The variations coming from different contractions are reflected mainly in the content of R-symmetry. Our chosen R-symmetry being fixed to beû(1) ⊕û(1) can be seen as a "despotic"
10 contraction [64] with generators L n ,L n , J n ,J n as well as G ± n ,Ḡ ± n and the central charges c andc. Then defining
one obtains precisely 11 (3.4) in the limit ǫ → 0. As in the previous subsection one can check if the algebra (3.4) is spectral flow invariant and, indeed, this is the case. Introducing the discrete flowsG
one finds that (3.4l) and (3.4m) transform as
where the transformation of the bms 3 generators and currents are:
It is important to note here that, similar to the N = 2 superconformal algebra, the spectral flow (3.8) with u = provides an isomorphism between the Neveu-Schwarz basis and the Ramond basis of the algebra (3.4). In addition it is to be noted that the above flow (3.8) is a subset of the two-parameter flow encountered earlier in (3.3) . This can be seen by only taking the u-flow in (3.3) while freezing the v-flow and setting
One should also take into account that this is natural, since (3.1) is just the bosonic subalgebra of (3.4) with these identifications (compare (3.1g) with (3.4o)).
It is curious to note that although the algebra we just described (3.4) has four SUSY generators, its R-symmetry isû(1) ⊕û(1). One may wish to see if an extension of Rsymmetry is allowed in this case so as to match that of the small or large N = 4 superalgebra encountered in super conformal field theories [60, 65] . However such a possibility is ruled out as shown in [64] . On the other hand there are other ways in which N = 4 supersymmetry can be incorporated with bms 3 with greater amount of R-symmetry. We leave that topic for future explorations.
Motivated by the case of bms 3 , a prescription of highest weight representation can be given observing that L 0 , M 0 , J 0 , P 0 form a commuting set of generators. The highest weight states can be labelled by the eigenvalues of L 0 , M 0 , J 0 and P 0 as
In addition this state is subject to the condition of getting annihilated by all positive modes of the algebra. With this representation, one can define a (anti-) chiral state like-wise in a SCFT via
It is straightforward to see from the anti-commutators that the chiral state satisfies the bound h L = j/2. Similarly anti-chiral primaries do satisfy G . This is based on the assumption that we have non-negative norm states in the spectrum. This is, indeed possible for certain values of the central extensions c L , c M , κ J and κ P as well as the weights h L , h M , j and p. For that case this is a BPS shortening of the spectrum. On the other hand such a shortening from the possible 'R-chiral' states defined via R + −1/2 |h L , h M , j, p = 0 is ruled out. This is because of the fact that the commuting generator M 0 is not diagonalizable in the space of descendants generated by negative L n modes. This is connected to non-unitarity of the highest weight representations of the bms 3 algebra [66, 67] .
Gravity Models Exhibiting Spectral Flow Symmetry
In this section we present three different models of gravity in 3D with vanishing cosmological constant that exhibit spectral flow symmetry. Since this paper is focused on the algebraic and physical properties of spectral flow symmetry the presentation of the gravity models and the associated boundary conditions that lead to the desired boundary dynamics will be rather compact in the main body of the paper. For more details on the asymptotic analysis of said gravity models we refer the interested reader to Appendix B.
Einstein Gravity
Let us consider Einstein gravity with vanishing cosmological constant in 3D supplemented by Chern-Simons gauge fields C with coupling
written in a first order formalism [52] i.e.
where R is the Ricci scalar, k = 1 4G N with G N being Newton's constant in 3D and C a u(1) ⊕ u(1) valued gauge field and . . . denotes a suitable invariant bilinear form on the gauge algebra of C. Up to boundary terms the action (4.1) can be equivalently formulated in terms of an isl(2, R) ⊕ u(1) ⊕ u(1) Chern-Simons theory with the following action
where A ∈ isl(2, R) and C ∈ u(1) ⊕ u(1). We use a basis for isl(2, R)
with generators L n , M n , J and P with n = 0, ±1 that have the following non-vanishing Lie brackets:
The corresponding invariant bilinear form is given by
Let us assume that the topology of the manifold is that of a solid cylinder. In addition we choose coordinates such that there is a radial direction 0 ≤ r < ∞ and the boundary of the cylinder is parametrized by a retarded time coordinate −∞ < u < ∞ as well as an angular coordinate ϕ ∼ ϕ + 2π. We then fix the radial dependence of gauge fields A and C as
A consequence of such a gauge choice is that the equations of motion F = dA + [A, A] = 0 andF = dC = 0 simplify drastically.
It is important to note that different choices of the group element b will yield different geometrical interpretations. In order to interpret our boundary conditions as cosmological solutions later on we choose this group element as
in addition we setb = e r 2 P . After having completely specified our specific setup we are now ready to formulate boundary conditions. Using the inspiration coming from the flat limit of the AdS 3 example (2.19) one can write down boundary conditions in terms of the gauge fields a and c as
where the functions M, N, J and P are arbitrary functions of u and ϕ.
Looking at the equations of motion F = 0 andF = 0 one obtains very simple constraints on the (retarded) time evolution of the functions M, N, J and P as
That means that on-shell these functions can be written as
After performing the canonical analysis presented in Appendix B.2 one finds the following non-vanishing Dirac brackets for the state dependent functions:
where all functions appearing on the r.h.s are functions ofφ and prime denotes differentiation with respect to the corresponding argument. Moreover δ ≡ δ(ϕ −φ) and
Expanding the fields and delta distribution in terms of Fourier modes as
and then replacing the Dirac brackets with commutators using i{·, ·} → [·, ·] one obtains the following non-vanishing commutation relations:
which is exactly the algebra (3.1) with c L = κ J = 0 and c M = 12k.
N = 4 Flat Supergravity
In this subsection we show how one can obtain an asymptotic symmetry algebra of the form (3.4) from an N = 4 flat Chern-Simons supergravity action 13 . Let us consider an action of the form
where A takes values in the Lie superalgebra given by the following non-vanishing commutation and anti-commutation relations
where n, m = 0, ±1 and r, s = ± 1 2
that we call isl(2|1) 14 . The invariant bilinear form on this algebra is given by
and all other pairings of generators vanish. We propose now the following boundary conditions:
and
18b) 14 For more details on this nomenclature please refer to Appendix A.4.
where M, N, J, P are commuting functions of u and ϕ and R a and G a are anticommuting Grassmann valued functions of u and ϕ. As in the Einstein gravity case, the equations of motion F = dA + A ∧ A = 0 put certain constraints on the functions appearing in (4.18) as
This means that on-shell these functions can be written as
After determining the boundary condition preserving gauge transformations and the corresponding canonical boundary charges as shown in Appendix B.3 one finds the following non-vanishing Dirac brackets for the state dependent functions:
where all functions appearing on the r.h.s are functions ofφ and prime denotes differentiation with respect to the corresponding argument. Moreover δ ≡ δ(ϕ −φ) and e −in(ϕ−φ) . For more details on this please refer to e.g. [69] .
22b) 
Comparison with the algebra (3.4) shows that this asymptotic symmetry algebra is, indeed, a special case with
and c L = κ J = 0 of the more general algebra (3.4).
Einstein Gravity and N = 4 Supergravity "Reloaded"
The two models presented previously were able to realize subsets with c L = 0 and κ J = 0 of the general algebras (3.1) and (3.4) as their asymptotic symmetry algebras. As such it would be nice to also have examples of models that realize the full algebras with all central extensions being non-zero. In the Chern-Simons formulation of gravity there is one particular efficient way of achieving this, that is, by changing the invariant bilinear form used in the Chern-Simons action such as in e.g. [70, 42] in order to obtain "reloaded" versions of Einstein und supergravity theories. We will first start with the Einstein gravity case treated in Sec. 4.1 and explain the main features of this construction before extending these considerations to the N = 4 supergravity story. Consider a model whose Chern-Simons action has the same general form as in (4.2) with a bilinear form that satisfies (4.4) as well as in addition
This change does not directly influence the canonical analysis performed for the Einstein gravity case and the boundary conditions (4.8). Hence also the boundary condition preserving gauge transformations are still given by (B.11). However, the resulting canonical charges and thus also the asymptotic symmetry algebra are affected by this change of invariant bilinear form. Thus one obtains the following variation of the canonical boundary charge: 26) such that the variation of the canonical charge simplifies to
It is then straightforward to show that the Fourier modes of the functionsL, M,J, P satisfy the algebra (3.1) with
Similarly one can take a model with a Chern-Simons form (4.14) and an invariant bilinear form that satisfies (4.16) as well as in addition 29) and use the same arguments as before to arrive at the following variation of the canonical boundary charges:
One can again straightforwardly verify that the asymptotic symmetry algebra spanned by the Fourier modes of the functions appearing in the variation of the canonical boundary charge (4.30) is given by (3.4) with c L = 12µk and c M = 12k.
Thermal Entropy: Gravity Side
In the previous Section 4 we presented different gravity models and associated boundary conditions that lead to asymptotic symmetry algebras of the form presented in Section 3.
In this section we compute the thermal entropy of cosmological solutions in these models and show that the resulting expressions are invariant under (a subset of) the spectral flow (3.3). This is an important check to our claim that we have, indeed, found gravity models that exhibit a non-trivial spectral flow symmetry. The necessity for such a check arises from cases such as e.g. the one presented in [39] where the asymptotic symmetry algebra itself is in principle spectral flow invariant, but physical observables such as the thermal entropy of cosmological solutions are only trivially spectral flow invariant. We determine the thermal entropy in two ways. Since it might be more intuitive for readers used to the second order formulation of gravity to compute it via the horizon area of flat space cosmologies we will start by doing exactly this. The other way might be more accessible for readers used to the Chern-Simons formulation of gravity that involves functionally integrating the first law of flat space cosmologies as well as imposing conditions on the holonomies of the Chern-Simons connection.
Horizon Area
We will begin this subsection by first determining the thermal entropy for the Einstein gravity case described in Section 4.1 as well as the N = 4 flat supergravity case described in Section 4.2. To this end we first have to translate the boundary conditions (4.8) and (4.18) to a metric form. This can be done by extracting the dreibein e from the Chern-
for a = 0, ±1. Then using
one can recover a metric formulation via
For the boundary conditions (4.8) as well as (4.18) this leads to the following metric:
where one has κ P = −8k for the N = 4 supersymmetric boundary conditions (4.18) and κ P is arbitrary for the Einstein gravity case (4.8).
In order to compute the area of the horizon one first has to locate the event horizon by looking at the point where the determinant of the induced metric on slices of constant radius vanishes, that is
For the metric (5.4) this happens at
One can now compute the area of the horizon by
For the zero mode solutions
J 0 and P = 1 2π P 0 this can be trivially integrated to yield the area 8) and the corresponding thermal entropy
with c M = 12k and κ P = 8k for the N = 4 supersymmetric boundary conditions (4.18) and κ P =arbitrary for the Einstein gravity case (4.8). It is straightforward to check that this entropy formula is, indeed, invariant under the spectral flow (3.3). At this point it is interesting to compare the results for the thermal entropy in the Einstein gravity case (5.9) with the thermal entropy found in [39] . Even though the asymptotic 16 Note that in the flat supergravity case the zero modes read N = symmetry algebras are both subsets of the general form (3.1) and are invariant under spectral flow symmetry, the thermal entropy for cosmological solutions found in [39] is only trivially spectral flow invariant. The main reason for that is basically that, in the cases treated in this paper the horizon of the cosmological solutions get modified in the presence of the additionalû(1) symmetries whereas this does not happen in the model considered in [39] .
First Law of Flat Space Cosmologies
The main goal of this subsection is to determine the thermal entropy in a slightly different way than in the previous subsection. That is, we argue that the first law of (charged) flat space cosmologies is equivalent to imposing conditions on the holonomies of the ChernSimons connections in question. The resulting entropy after integrating that first law then yields exactly the same expression for the thermal entropy as determined previously using the area law in (5.9). Since there are small technical but no conceptual differences in the way one determines mass, angular momentum, the electric charges and their corresponding chemical potentials for the Einstein gravity, N = 4 flat supergravity case as well as their "reloaded" versions we will first present the Einstein case in more detail and then briefly comment on the other two cases. In order to determine the Entropy of a flat space cosmology in 3D flat space Einstein gravity described by the connection (4.8) we make use of the first law of flat space cosmologies [18] with inverse temperature β T , mass M, angular velocity Ω and angular momentum J. Since for the case at hand one has additional electric potentials Φ J and Φ P and their associated electric charges Q J and Q P one expects the first law to account for those additional charges and potentials as
In a metric formulation the mass and angular momentum are associated to the charges of the global asymptotic Killing vectors (AKVs) ∂ u and ∂ ϕ respectively. Using that the gauge parameters (B.10) that preserve the boundary conditions (4.8) are related to the AKVs via ǫ +ǭ = ξ µ (A µ + C µ ) (see e.g. [71] [72] [73] ) one can determine (the variation of) mass and angular momentum of the cosmological solutions (4.8) via
Plugging in the expression for the connection (4.8) one sees that only the zero modes of N(ϕ), M(ϕ), J(ϕ) and P(ϕ) that we again denote by L 0 , M 0 , J 0 and P 0 respectively contribute in (5.11) as δM = δM 0 , δJ = δL 0 . Similar to mass and angular momentum the electric charges are given by
After having determined mass, angular momentum and electric charges the remaining pieces of the puzzle to calculate the entropy via the first law (5.10) is to determine the thermodynamic potentials. We will do so by imposing conditions on the holonomy e i(h+h)
Before stating what these conditions are it may be illuminating to rewrite the first law (5.10) using (5.11) and (5.13) as well as (5.15) to yield
We want to point out that aside from assuming that the solution in question satisfies a first law we did not make any additional assumptions. Looking at (5.15a) one sees that h is noting else than the holonomies of (uncharged) rotating cosmological solutions in flat space (see e.g. [39, 74] or for the AdS case [75] ). Thus demanding that the holonomy associated to h lies in the center of the gauge group 17 is tantamount to demanding that the eigenvalues of h satisfy Eigen [h] = Eigen [2πL 0 ]. Now looking at (5.15b) it is natural to demand that the holonomy ofh lies in the center of the gauge group as well. This requirement can also be motivated from higher-spin theories both in AdS, as well as in flat space. If there are additional higher-spin charges present one demands that the total holonomies including all charges has to coincide with the holonomies of the uncharged solutions (see e.g. [76, 77] ). Thus, in order for the holonomies h andh to lie in the center of the gauge group they have to satisfy As a consequence this also means that for the case where (5.17) is satisfied one can also functionally integrate (5.16) to yield
Imposing the conditions (5.17) yields the following relations for the inverse temperature β T and angular velocity Ω after integrating over ϕ in (5.15)
The electric potentials are given by
Now using (5.18) one immediately finds the thermal entropy to be
which is exactly the same result as in (5.9).This shows that the holonomy conditions (5.17) were, indeed, a sensible choice to make in the Chern-Simons formulation. For the SUSY example described in Section 4.2 one can use again the first law (5.10) in order to determine the thermal entropy of flat space cosmologies in a SUSY background. As such one can also use the same kind of reasoning as before with some minor modifications. These modifications mainly concern the (variation of) mass, angular momentum and the electric charges. For the N = 4 SUSY case the variations of the charges characterizing the cosmological solution are given by
One can now again impose that the holonomy This again allows to fix the inverse temperature β T , angular potential Ω and electrical potentials Φ J and Φ P that again exactly correspond to (5.19) and (5.20) but with κ P = 8k. Consequently also the thermal entropy is given by (5.21) with κ P = 8k. For the "reloaded" cases described in Section 4.3 one can apply the exact same steps that have been employed previously in this section in order to obtain the thermal entropy of cosmological solutions in these theories. The only thing one has to take care of is that the angular momentum J as well as theû (1) charge Q J are modified due to the different bilinear form and thus one has to replace L 0 and J 0 in (5.21) with the zero modes of the tilded expressions defined in (4.26) and (4.31). By doing so one obtains 25) where the central charges as well as theû (1) levels take the same values as described in Section 4.3 depending on the specific model in question. This expression for the entropy of cosmological solutions in the presence ofû (1) charges is one of the main results of this work.
Thermal Entropy: Field Theory Side
This section is focused on determining the thermal entropy of quantum field theories with the general symmetries given by (3.1) and (3.4) via a corresponding partition function. We will present two ways of computing the partition function in this section. One makes use of the powerful spectral flow automorphism that we found previously whereas the other one uses a saddlepoint approximation. In the Einstein gravity case one can apply in principle both techniques, however, as we will see using the spectral flow automorphism turns out to be the more efficient method for this case. In the N = 4 flat supergravity case, however, the saddlepoint approximation is the method of choice. In the same spirit we determine the logarithmic corrections to the thermal entropy as well.
Partition Functions and Spectral Flow
Let us consider the following ensemble:
where 2πiρ = −β T and 2πη = Ω encode the inverse temperature and the angular potential respectively and µ and η are the chemical potentials associated to theû(1) charges. Furthermore, we assume that the trace in (6.1) is taken in a highest-weight (3.9a) representation 18 .
We now derive a Cardy-like formula for charged flat space cosmologies in 3D flat space by making use of the spectral flow (3.3) as well as bms 3 modular transformations. As a first step we apply the (inverse) flow (3.3) to (6.1). For the following choice of spectral flow parameters:
the partition function (6.1) becomes
Since the spectral flow is an automorphism of the algebra the right-hand side of (6.3) is equivalent to the original partition function (6.1). The only thing left to compute is the remaining trace in (6.3). Thus instead of using invariance of the partition function under the bms equivalent of modular transformations (see e.g. (6.15)) and then using a saddlepoint approximation to determine the leading order contribution to the partition function the presence of the two-parameter spectral flow allows for a much more efficient treatment of the problem at hand. Determining the remaining trace in (6.3) is then a straightforward process that we will outline in the following [18] . One can now use the invariance of Tr e 2πi(ρM 0 +ηL 0 ) under bms 3 modular transformations [18] 
in order to obtain
For small values of 
such as in e.g. [10, 12, 13, 18] . However, the "caveat" of these representations is that they are non-unitary as soon as c M = 0 [78] . Alternatively induced representations that do not suffer this caveat have been proposed as more suitable representations on the quantum field theory side (including possible higherspin extensions) of the proposed holographic duality [79, 14, 80] . Even though these two representations are quite different there is one particular thing that they have in common and that is that in both representations states can be labelled as in (3.9a).
In the microcanonical ensemble one has
and therefore also 8) or in terms of h L , h M , j and p and replacing 9) which is exactly the same expression as (5.25). Since this expression contains terms that are inverse proportional to κ P a natural question to ask is how this expression for the entropy looks like for κ P = 0. Since (6.8) does not contain κ P the relevant equations for κ P = 0 are (6.7). For this case these equations read
Thus solving these equations for in terms of η, ρ, ν and inserting the result into (6.8) one obtains
It is also noteworthy that this expression is invariant under the flow (3.3) with κ P = 0 and v = 0. Since (6.8) does not depend on κ P and κ J one can use the same logic as before, i.e. set κ J = 0 in (6.10) and recover the thermal entropy of a bms 3 invariant field theory without any additionalû(1) currents. Having determined the thermal entropy for a quantum field theory with underlying extended bms 3 symmetry given by (3.1) we now focus on a quantum field theory with N = 4 super bms 3 symmetry (3.4). In close analogy to general supersymmetric quantum field theories we propose the following elliptic genus [81, 82] as a partition function for N = 4 super bms 3 invariant quantum field theories:
where F is a fermionic number operator, Tr RR means that the trace is taken in the Ramond-Ramond sector of the quantum field theory and the parameters ρ, η, µ and ν are related to inverse temperature, angular potential and chemical potentials as in the purely bosonic case treated previously. Since the N = 4 super bms 3 algebra exhibits spectral flow symmetry any physical observable should also be invariant under spectral flow. Using this invariance one can show that the following relation holds: . This is natural, as (3.1) is just the bosonic sub-algebra of (3.4) with these identifications. Since in the present case we only have the reduced spectral flow (3.8) and not the full general flow (3.3) at our disposal one cannot quite use the same convenient techniques used in the previous case. This is, however, not a problem since one can still apply other techniques to get an explicit expression for the partition function (6.12). In more physical terms, the partition function (6.12) is a sum over all microstates in a given theory weighted with an appropriate weight factor that is given by the exponential factor in (6.12). Thus at high temperatures the partition function can be related to the density
where h L , h M , j and p are the eigenvalues of L 0 , M 0 , J 0 and P 0 respectively. Invariance of the partition function under the flat space analogue of modular transformations requires the partition function to satisfy
This implies that the vacuum state dominates the partition function at high temperatures
where we have assumed that the vacuum state is electrically neutral
(6.17) This integral can then be evaluated by saddle point methods. This integrand reaches an extremum at
18c)
Using the saddle (6.18) one obtains for the entropy 20) this expression exactly coincides with (6.9).
Logarithmic Corrections
Since the previous subsection (without SUSY) did not explicitly rely on a saddle point approximation it would be nice if we could also get the logarithmic corrections to the entropy in a similar manner as before. Thus it might be sensible to look at a similar quantity as in (C.4). In our case it is very suggestive to look at the determinant of the matrix
where the derivatives are taken with respect to the potentials ρ, η, µ and ν. This matrix may also be written in a little bit more suggestive form as
Then the logarithmic correction to the thermal entropy is given by
This can be motivated by writing (6.17) as
The logarithmic corrections to the thermal entropy can then be determined by looking at 26) where this expression is evaluated at the saddle point. However, looking at (6.25) one can immediately see that
Furthermore solving (6.7) in terms of the potentials ρ, η, µ and ν one recovers precisely the relations of the saddle (6.18). This shows that our assumption is, indeed, valid. Now applying (6.23) for (6.6) and using (6.7) one obtains
As expected, this expression only contains flow invariant quantities and is valid for both Einstein gravity and the N = 4 supergravity case as well as their "reloaded" versions. It is also worthwhile noting that for Einstein gravity, the N = 4 supergravity case as well as their "reloaded" versions the thermal entropy including the logarithmic corrections (6.28) can be written as
where S (0) is the leading order piece of the entropy, β T the inverse temperature and the coefficient in front of the logarithm is q = 2.
In case of vanishing κ P one can perform the same calculation, however, taking into account that p as well as µ are now zero. This means in particular that Z ab is now a 3 × 3 matrix of the form
For this case and again using (6.7) with κ P = 0 one obtains
This expression can again be expressed in the general form (6.29) using the appropriate expressions for the leading piece of the entropy S (0) as well as the inverse temperature β T where now one has q = . A very good cross check as to whether or not the way we compute things make sense is to see what happens if we also set κ J to zero. In that case we should recover precisely the results of [84] where the logarithmic corrections to the thermal entropy of flat space cosmologies have been determined. Now for κ J = κ P = 0 the matrix Z takes the form
Using again (6.7) but now with κ J = κ P = 0 we obtain 33) which is exactly the logarithmic correction 20 of the entropy of a flat space cosmology found in [84] .
Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper we explored spectral flow symmetry in the context of flat space holography. We showed spectral flow invariance of certainû(1) extended (supersymmetric) bms 3 algebras and presented specific models of gravity along with suitable boundary conditions whose asymptotic symmetries are given by said extended bms 3 algebras. We then determined the thermal entropy of cosmological solutions in these models using both the Bekenstein-Hawking area law as well as integrating the first law of flat space cosmologies. In addition we derived the thermal entropy (including logarithmic corrections) from a putative dual quantum field theory partition function. There are a couple things that would be interesting to do following up this work. One thing might be to look for more gravity models exhibiting spectral flow symmetry in other contexts such as e.g. TMG or flat space chiral gravity [85] . Of course one does not necessarily have to be restricted to justû(1) extensions of (super) bms 3 . For exampleŝu(N) extensions should exhibit spectral flow as well and it would be very interesting to work this out explicitly. Furthermore it would be good to better understand why there is only a one-parameter spectral flow in the N = 4 super bms 3 algebra present as in comparison to the purely bosonic subalgebra. From a naive point of view one would have expected a two-parameter flow both from the perspective of aİnönü-Wigner contraction of the N = (2, 2) super Virasoro algebra as well as from the bms 3 û(1) û(1) case. However, it is not obvious at all how the second parameter spectral flow could emerge in the N = 4 super bms 3 case. This is something that still needs to be better understood. Recently there has also been progress in gaining a better understanding of a holographic principle in asymptotically flat spacetimes in 3D on the full asymptotic boundary of flat space by linking future and past null infinity 21 [89, 90] . It would be interesting to see if similar arguments could also be used for the cases treated in this work that include additional gauge fields. gium). He is supported in part by the ARC grant "Holography, Gauge Theories and Quantum Gravity Building models of quantum black holes", by IISN -Belgium (convention 4.4503.15) and benefited from the support of the Solvay Family. The research of MR is supported by the ERC Starting Grant 335146 "HoloBHC".
A Matrix Representations
In this section we collect some explicit matrix representations of the algebras used in this paper.
A.1 sl(2, R) ⊕ u(1)
In order for our notation to be as compact as possible we chose a basis such that the generators of sl(2, R) ⊕ u(1) denoted by L n and S with n = 0, ±1 satisfy
Matrices representing these generators have been chosen to be real and in addition satisfy
In terms of 3 × 3 matrices these generators read
The corresponding bilinear form is proportional to the usual matrix trace and given by
In order to construct matrix representations for isl(2, R) u(1) u(1) one first can introduce the matrix γ ⋆ (D) as [91, 67] 5) as well as a Grassmann parameter 22 ǫ that satisfies ǫ 2 = 0. Using these two ingredients as well as the matrix representation for sl(2, R) ⊕ u(1) presented in the previous section one can write down a matrix representation where we have again
These generators are explicitly given by
and satisfy (4.3). The invariant bilinear form displayed in (4.4) can be obtained from this matrix representation using the hatted trace introduced in [91, 67] 23 and that is defined by
for some set of generators G a whose matrix representation is given in terms of 2D × 2D matrices. Similarly the deformed bilinear form found in (4.24) is given by
where one has to take into account that ǫ 2 = 0.
A.3 sl(m|n) and sl(2|1)
In this subsection we collect some useful facts and formulas regarding matrix representations of super Lie algebras sl(m|n; C) with a special focus on sl(2|1). This will prove useful later on when defining a suitable matrix representation for the Lie algebra (4.15). The superalgebra sl(m|n; C) is the set of all complex valued (m + n) × (n + m) matrices M that have the form 10) are equipped with the supercommutator The usefulness of such a parameter in the context of flat space holography has been first described in [58] and subsequently used in [91, 67] to construct explicit matrix representations of isl(N, R). 23 Please note that in order to be consistent with the invariant bilinear forms used in this work our definition for the hatted trace differs by a factor of 1 4 in comparison to the definition found in [91, 67] .
Elements of this algebra with B = C = 0 are called bosonic wheres elements with A = D = 0 are called fermionic. Using these definitions the superalgebra sl(2|1) is the set of all (2 + 1) × (1 + 2) matrices that are supertraceless and satisfy the relations (4.15). A matrix representation in terms of 3 × 3 matrices is given by
where for the sake of compact presentation we have chosen a basis of real valued matrices such that
The bilinear form on this algebra is then given in terms of the supertrace i.e. . . 
A.4 isl(m|n)
After having recalled the definition of sl(2|1) we will now define what we mean by the Lie superalgebra isl(m|n) used in this paper. By this we mean the set of all complex valued supertraceless 2(m + n) × 2(n + m) matrices L and M that have the following form:
where L ∈ sl(m|n) and ǫ is the nilpotent Grassmann parameter already introduced previously in Section A.2. Or using the same notation as in Section A.2 it is the set of all matrices that can be constructed as a tensor product using L ∈ sl(m|n), 1l 2×2 as well as ǫγ ⋆ (1) in the following way:
where L, M ∈ isl(m|n).
One of the main advantages of this construction 24 is that the supercommutator (A.11) generalizes straightforwardly as
In addition one can also straightforwardly define a "super" version of the hatted trace B Canonical Analysis
B.1 A Gravity Toy Model
For the sake of compactness we will in what follows only describe the canonical analysis of the boundary conditions for the unbarred gauge connections, since the procedure for the barred sector works exactly in the same way as the unbarred sector by simply replacing unbarred with barred quantities and exchanging x + → x − as well as taking into account the relative minus sign in front of the Chern-Simons action. In order to determine the gauge transformations preserving the boundary conditions (2.8) we make an ansatz of the form ǫ(r, t, ϕ) = b
In terms of this ansatz the gauge transformations the boundary condition preserving gauge transformations are given by
where the functions ǫ L and ǫ K depend on x + and a prime denotes differentiation with respect to ϕ. The fields L and K then transform under the gauge transformations (B.2) as
(B.3b) 24 It should be noted that this construction is closely related to what was called a "despotic" limit in [44] and is one possibleİnönü-Wigner contraction of sl(m|n) ⊕ sl(m|n). 25 This is not only possible for the hatted trace but all the traces defined in [91, 67] .
The corresponding canonical boundary charges are obtained by functionally integrating [92, 93] 
For the boundary conditions (2.8) one obtains
which can be functionally integrated to yield
Combining the charges (B.6) with the infinitesimal transformations (B.3) one finds the following non-vanishing Dirac brackets for the state dependent functions:
where all functions appearing on the r.h.s are functions ofφ and prime denotes differentiation with respect to the corresponding argument. Moreover δ ≡ δ(ϕ −φ) and δ ′ ≡ ∂ ϕ δ(ϕ −φ). Expanding the fields and delta distribution in terms of Fourier modes as 8) and then replacing the Dirac brackets with commutators using i{·, ·} → [·, ·] one obtains the following non-vanishing commutation relations:
where c = 6k.
B.2 Einstein Gravity
In this subsection we show how to compute the gauge transformations preserving (4.8) as well as the associated canonical charges and the associated asymptotic symmetry algebra.
In order to find these gauge transformations we make the ansatz
In terms of this ansatz the gauge transformations (including proper and non-trivial ones) that preserve the boundary conditions (4.8) are given by
where the functions ǫ L , ǫ J , σ M and σ P depend on u and ϕ and a prime denotes differentiation with respect to ϕ. In addition these functions have to satisfy
That means that these gauge parameters can also be written as
The fields M, L, J and P then transform under the gauge transformations (B.11) as
B.3 N = 4 Supergravity
In this subsection we determine the gauge transformations preserving (4.18). The following analysis is conceptually very similar to the calculations performed in Section B.2 with some minor differences that one has to be aware of. In order to determine the gauge transformations that preserve the boundary conditions (4.18) we make a general ansatz for such a gauge parameter as ǫ(r, u, ϕ) = b In terms of this ansatz the gauge transformations that preserve the boundary conditions (4.18) are given by
where the functions ǫ L , ǫ J , ǫ ± G , ǫ ± R , σ M and σ P depend on u and ϕ and a prime denotes differentiation with respect to ϕ. In addition these functions have to satisfy
The fields M, L, J and P then transform under the gauge transformations (B.21) as 
C Logarithmic Corrections via Saddle Point Approximation
Quantum gravity corrections in micro-canonical entropy of black holes generally behave logarithmically [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] . This follows from computing the quadratic fluctuations about the saddle used in getting the leading order behaviour from the density of states function.
In this direction, let us first denote the quantity in the exponential of the transform equation (6.17) as:
Expand it around the saddle defined by (6.18) up to second order:
where the quadruplet λ captures the modular and flow parameters in the order maintained above. In view of (6.17), f ( λ 0 ) serves as the leading term, whereas the contribution from quadratic fluctuation of (C.2) gives:
Proper analytic continuation in the λ space gives after us the relevant term for log d (2) ∼ − 1 2 log det ∂∂f ( λ)
where ∂∂f ( λ) stands for the 4×4 matrix that is formed by applying twice derivatives with respect to the four chemical potentials ρ, η, µ, ν. Note that this expression is spectral flow invariant, as expected.
